DIRECTIONS to Institute for Gender and Development Studies (IGDS), The UWI, St. Augustine Campus

The carpark is between the Chemistry buildings — on western stretch of the UWI ring road.

Nearby spaces include: IIR Board Room; SALISES Conference Room; Noor Hassanali Auditorium (Faculty of Law).
**Entering by CAR at the SOUTH GATE — Off of the highway**

After you pass the security booth, **turn left** onto the UWI Ring Road. After it winds around, there is a long straight stretch of road going north towards the hills (this is the west side of the campus). Look out for a **round building with a grass roof** on your right. This is the **Chemistry Car Park**, and also the IGDS Car Park. Look for the IGDS signage (blue and purple). IGDS is located **upstairs of the building to the south** of the car park. Look for the palm trees at the front door.

**Entering by CAR at the NORTH GATE — Off the Eastern Main Rd**

The **UWI Bookshop should be on your right**. After you pass the security booth, proceed south, following the road straight ahead. Bear right following the winding UWI Ring Road. You will **pass green houses on your left**. Take the first left onto a straight stretch of road with a **car park on your right**. Look out for a **round building with a grass roof** on your right. This is the **Chemistry Car Park**, and also the IGDS Car Park. Look for the IGDS signage (blue and purple). IGDS is located **upstairs of the building to the south** of the car park. Look for the palm trees at the front door.

**Entering by FOOT at the NORTH GATE — Off the Priority Bus Route**

The **UWI Bookshop should be on your right**. After you pass the security guard booth, proceed south, following the road straight ahead. At the first large building to the south of a green filed (The Frank Stockdale Building), turn left. The green houses are on your right. This leads to a walkway. Follow the walkway. Look for the low-lying IGDS signage (purple and blue). Turn right into the walkway. This leads to the **Chemistry Car Park**, also the IGDS Car Park. Look for the IGDS signage (blue and purple). IGDS is located **upstairs of the building to the south** of the car park. Look for the palm trees at the front door.